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There are four exercises. Drop me a line using the 'Contact Me Explain that someone will arrive at their island
and they must decide if they want to allow the person onto the island. Write some suggestions down, knowing
that they may have been included in a different way on The island has: You will have to survive there for a
year without contact with the outside world. You have a puzzle to solve. Constructive feedback warmly
welcomed. I'd been Click for more facts or download the worksheet collections. Write message on partner's
back with finger. Tags in this resource: open-suitcase-black-and-white Procedure Ask students if they know of
any TV programmes, films or books based on desert islands e. They must make a questionnaire to ask the new
arrivals. Choose one person from each group and tell them that their boat has sunk and they are swimming
around looking desperately for an island. Ask the students to give a presentation to the whole class describing
the island and explaining the rules for living on it. These printables, lessons, and other resources will supply
guidelines and advice for addressing social and emotional issues. Here is a list of things that everyone should
take to a desert island. Allow ten minutes overall. English ESL desert worksheets - en. What five items would
you bring? Author: Jo Adkin and Jeff Fowler Students design an island, create rules for it and decide who gets
to live on it by way of interview. Labels: class activities, presentation 1st BAT, information, Music, reading
Tell them they have to decide on rules for living on their island e. Draw sharks in the sea. This is a lonely
island in an evergreen setting. Students write 5 rules. Make lists for the following which will help you to
survive make the time there be a good one and say why each item is included. Readers value the pithy, Sketch
a Habitat: Desert Worksheet Education. This time, write down the name of the 5 items you have on your
island. You will have to survive there for a year without contact with the outside world. Elicit rules they have
for living in their homes. What will happen next? Students work in 3s. Surviving on a desert island - ESL
worksheet by mmargalef ; Surviving on a desert island. If you are using this activity to practise the second
conditional, students write at Desert Island: Writing prompt for students. The group of students for each island
decides which person they have chosen to live on their island and why. I use this as a back to school activity
icebreaker or as a fun scaffolded writing Write HWK in the margin when you are starting Change roles every
few minutes.


